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Pow!ering On: Tilting to commodity oriented utilities and IPPs

Upgraqing IPPs from Neutral to Attractive; RRI Energy to CL Buy
With ex~ected improvements in spot commodity prices. along with a
contirjLlFd uptick in power demand, we upgrade Independent Power
Producrjlrs (Ipps) and reiterate our Attractive view on Diversified Utilities.
Commqdity levered utilities and IPPs lagged other energy/commodity
sectors IYTD. creating mean reversion potential going forward. While
divident:l yield spreads still remain attractive, we downgrade Regulated
Utilitie~ to Neutral, given limited average upside to larger cap targets.
Within '\he regulated space, we tilt more towards smaller cap stocks.

We upwade RRI Energy (RRI) to Conviction Buy, as the most un-hedged
name irjl our universe. We also reiterate our Conviction Buy rating on
large~c~p nuclear generator Entergy (ETRI and remove small-cap Great
Plains ~nergy IGXP) from the Conviction list. although we maintain our
Buy rating. We downgrade Portland General (POR) to Neutral from Buy
due to~ecent share price performance and concerns about 2010 guidance.
Since bieing added to Americas Buy List on August 17,2009 POR is up
5.7% IlorUd since being to the Cl Buy List on th.e same date, GXP is up 4.9%
vs. the ~lU up 2.8% and the S&P500 up 8.5%.

RELATED RESEARCH

Stepping up the voltage: Upgrading RegUlated &
Diversified Utilities. June 25. 2009.

mmming the lights: Downgrading Utirities On relarive
outperlormancB and W@8k demand. December 11,2008.
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IndustliY context and estimate changes
As wea~her-adjusted electricity demand declined 4%-5% YTD and
industrral demand decreased over 10%. we now expect YaY comparisons
for povjter demand to improve as GDP and industrial production accelerate.
We revl'se our demand forecast slightly for 2010, from 0.6% to 0.4%, due to
our neW bottoms-up versus top-down demand forecast. but still expect a
pick-up next year in industrial and residential demand.

Overall:l we revise estimates to reflect this new demand forecast. We
increas:e multiples to levels slightly below historical mean levels. given our
gas!po\Ner price forecast levels remain in most areas near forward strip
esti IT)ates.

Catalytsts and risks
Key se(:tor risks include (1) lower than expected commodity prices, (2)
decrea~ed power demand, (3) higher expected financing and capital
spen~ihg needs, and (4) rising interest rates and inflation. Catalysts
inclur;l$ an industry conference in November, auctions in various regional
power Imarkets and signs of improvement in weekly demand.
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Portfolio Manager Summary - Own utilities, given improving
func(amentals, relative under-performance and valuation
--.,.----:---f----.-.-.-.--....-.--...--------.-----------_., .__. ._.. . ~__n_~ ~_~~_.~~~-~-~-.--------------_.-.-••

The broader utilities sector, especially the commodity levered names within the
space, screen attractively after sizable underpertormance VTO versus the S&P500 and
since January 2008 versus other commodity oriented sectors. We reiterate our
Attractive coverage view on Diversified Utilities, while upgrading the Independent Power
Producer (lPP) sub-sector to Attractive, due to (1) improving YoY demand trend
comparisons and improving spot commodity prices, (2) significant relative
underperformance versus the S&PSOO and commodity-exposed sectors, as shown in
Exhibit 1-3 below, (3) valuation on longer term metrics, and (4) a continued low interest
rate and inflationary environment, as forecast by the GS Economics team. We lower our
coverage view on Regulated Utilities to Neutral, since few of the larger cap bell-weather
names screen attractively here. Equity issuances, a significant sector-wide overhang
entering 2009, no longer weigh on the group, as only a few names require infusions in
2010. We still expect YoY demand growth in 2010, with improving fundamentals, up 0.4%
from 2009 levels, as well as forecasting a sizable increase in spot commodity prices next
year from current levels.

Exhibit 1: Utilities sector screens attractively after significant VTD underperformance
share price performance, ytd
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Exhibit:2:: IPPs and Diversified Utilities underperformed
other cqmmodity sensitive equities YTD ...
share pdce performance, ytd
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Exhibit 3: IPPs and Diversified Utilities underperformed
other commodity sensitive equities January 2008
share price performance, since 1/1/2008
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After a painful 2009 YTD trajectory for electricity demand. we revise our forecast to
reflect a more bottoms up (versus top-down) approach - projecting consumption
across the industrial, commercial and residential classes. Historically, a top-down
approach tied to GDP accurately predicted electricity demand, where trends showed that
every 1% change in real GDP growth drove a 0.6%-0.7% change in electricity demand.
Entering 2009, we remained bearish on electricity demand fundamentals and therefore
consensus estimates - our bearish forecasts still understated demand, as GDP weakened
and industrial production collapsed. A GOP-based top down forecast holds long-term
value in our view, but a more bottoms up approach appears more viable going forward to
capture changes by customer class.

• A series of correlation analyses show that Industrial Production UP), total
fixed investment and unemployment emerge as key drivers of power
demand. We analyzed a host of factors across each class, as shown in Exhibit 6,
determining that forecasts for Industrial Production maintain a greater statistical
correlation than GDP forecasts in terms of assessing MWh sales to industrial
customers. Similarly, metrics tied to unemployment rates and total fixed
investment - albeit as lagging indicators - drive sales to commercial customers.
Weather drives residential demand growth, historically at 1.5%-2.0% annually,
with minimal signs to date of efficiency gains on a national scale, although some
level should emerge in the coming years given sizable stimulus-related
investments.

• Sentiment around electricity demand will improve, given better YoY
comparisons and accelerating GOP growth. Early signs should emerge that
electricity demand will stabilize, with 000 and then YoY comparisons improving.
Demand for 2H2009 should decline only 2%-3% from 2H20081evels - an
improvement from trough-like levels in 1H2009, with a pick-up in industrial and
residential MWh sales driving growth in 2010. Normalized demand growth for
2011-2012 could reach 1.5%-1.7% even with slight efficiency gains included, with
sales to commercial customers presenting the biggest near-term risks

For merchant generators, improving demand fundamentals and spot commodity
prices over the next 6-12 months should lead to multiple expansion. We raise
multiples on pure-play IPPs in our universe - NRG Energy and RRI Energy -to reflect
improved sentiment and the significant FCF generation likely in a $5.50-$7/MMBtu natural

Goldman Sachs Global Investment Research 3
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gas price environment. Applying a 7.0X multiple on these predominantly base-load
generators remains somewhat below historical mean/median levels of approximately
7.25X, reflecting improving, but still below trend electricity demand growth in 2010.

Regulated Utilities still trade below historical multiples, but few large caps screen
well, driving our change in coverage view. Regulated Utilities currently trade near 9.9X
our 2012 expected EPS, implying an 8% discount to the long-term average of 10.9X (since
2005). On near-term multiples, Regulated Utilities trade at roughly 12.4X on our FY2
estimates and 11.9X on consensus- below historical levels closer to 12.5X. We anticipate a
mean reversion toward the historic average over the next 12-months - given better
demand fundamentals and higher earnings and rate base growth - driving our increase of
PIE multiples from 9X to 10-10.5X on 2012 EPS. However, many of the bellwether names
screen less attractively than small/mid cap regulated stocks, with less upside to target
prices.

We add RRI Energy (RRI) to our Americas Conviction Buy list. while reiterating our
Conviction Buy on Entergy IETR) and removing Great Plains Energy (GXP) from the
Conviction Buy list. although maintaining our Buy rating on this regulated name. We
upgrade RRI Energy (RRI), an Independent Power Producer (IPPl from Neutral to Conviction
Buy, as we raise estimates on lower expected coal costs at one of its key coal facility that
burns waste coal, not traditional Appalachian based coal. RRt provides the best FCF profile
within our universe and maintains the commodity leverage, with the shares still below
historical levels, as RRt trades at 70%-75% below January 2008 levels and 50% below
January 2007 pricing. We remove GXP from the Conviction Buy list, but maintain our Buy
rating, given a lack of near-term catalysts and concern on 30 weather impacting estimates.

Given recent performance and concerns on 2010 guidance. we downgrade Portland
General (PORI. while reiterating a Buy rating on large-cap American Electric Power
(AEP). After upgrading paR on August 17, the shares have outperformed other Regulated
Utilities by 250-300bps, although lagging the S&P 500. We downgrade paR given our
concerns that 2010 guidance will disappoint, given our forecast of $1.63 versus consensus
levels of $1.75. We reiterate our Buy rating on AEP, the one large cap Regulated Utility we
prefer, primarily on valuation, as AEP trades at a 16%-18% discount to peers on 2010-2011
estimates.

Goldman Sachs Global Investment Research 4
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Lighrten Up with a deep dive into electricity demand fundamentals
-~~-I . ._~----~.--- - -.------------~

Top-down. GOP-based demand forecasts - a good long-term
forecasting tool, but less effective in the near-term

The historical top-down relationship between real GOP growth and electricity
demand "broke down" earlier this year. As outlined in our December 1" 2008 note,
"Dimming the Lights," annual weather-adjusted electricity demand growth historically
correlates well to YaY real GOP growth, as detailed in Exhibit 4. Over time, every 1%
change in GOP growth drove a 0.6%-0.7% change in electricity demand. We entered 2009
assuming a 1% YoY decline in weather-normalized demand, driven by an expected 1.6%
decline in real GOP. However, real GOP decelerated faster than expected, down 3-4% in
lH2009, but the historical correlation with power demand "broke down" ill lH2009, with
actual power demand down 4%, worse than the 2-2.5% that a top-down GOP-driven model
would imply.

Exhibiti4: Historically, every 1% change in YoY GOP,
drives.~ 0.6-0.7% change in electricity demand ...
yoy povler demand and gdp growth (1975-20071

8·00%1

~q'oldman Sachs Research, GS Global ECS Research.

Exhibit 5: ...but. the historical correlation with power
demand broke down in 2009, with actual power demand
worse than a top-down GOP model would imply
yoy weekly power demand, weather-normalized

Weather-Normalized Power Output YoY % Chitnge
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We primarily attribute the 2009 dislocation of GDP-to-electric sales from this historical
trend to the steep fall off in industrial electricity demand. The industrial customer class
represents a disproportionately high share of total electric consumption relative to
industrial-related activity as a percentage of the total economy. Therefore, the recent sharp
fall off of in usage by industrial customers appears to be understated in a GOP-based
model.

A top-down model approach remains relevant, particularly as a sanity check in more
normal GOP environments. As industrial demand normalizes in 2010 and 2011, we
expect electricity demand to converge with its historical relationship with GDP. Weather
adjusted demand growth under a US real GOP forecast of 2.0% in 2010 would be 1.25%
under our top-down model- a modestly higher outcome near-term than our new model
approach (discussed below) derives - and 1.5-2% in 2011 and beyond, given a long-term
real GOP growth rate of 2.5-3%.

Goldmal1l Sachs Global Investment Research 5
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Bottom-up demand forecasts - implementing a more granular
electricity demand forecast

Our new demand deck, based on a bottoms-up approach by customer class, also
shows electricity demand should improve in 2010. We adopt a new bottoms-up
approach to forecasting electricity demand by customer class for industrial,
commercial and residential customers - through 2012 and expect 0.4% YoY weather
normal growth in 2010. As highlighted in Exhibit 6 below, after assessing a variety of
factors and variables for industrial MWh demand, industrial production assumptions
and not GDP - emerge as the most highly correlated. For commercial demand, total
fixed investment and unemployment drive our bottoms-up approach and show continued
risk in demand for this segment, while a more basic trend analysis, incorporating
efficiency gains, remains the best method for estimating residential demand.

EXhilii~ 6: Industrial production is the key driver for industrial electricity demand, while total fixed investment and
uneni~loyment rates are among the best predictors for commercial demand
correlation of various macroeconomic statistics to customer class-specific electricity demand
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Electricity demand growth will rebound via three key stages, with the first stage
occurring in 2H2009, As outlined in Exhibit 7, the trajectory of the recovery in electricity

demand will likely experience three stages: (1) exiting a cyclical bottom, with YoY demand
declines improving from 1H2009 trough-like levels even with continued industrial
weakness, (2) a more steady recovery of electricity sales in 2010, with modest growth of
0.4% even though commercial MWh sales will disappoint, and (3) more "normalized" for
2011-2012. although pressured somewhat by efficiency gains. We adjust our weather
normalized estimates to factor in the YoY impact of weather, as detailed in Exhibit 8.

Exhil:iitl7: Our bottoms-up, weather normalized forecasts shows slight growth in 2010, driven by a pickup in industrial
demant!
weatner-normalized YaY demand forecasts

3Q2ooa AQ2009 102010 ~01.0 .·.. ·3Q2010 402010 . FY2010 FY2M1 'FY2ll12

National ·2,9% ·2,2% ~.6% 0.0% 0,11% 1.3% 0,4% 1.5% 1.70/.

Indu"tilal. -'l,2'1. -6.1%. ·'.5% 1.4% ,.6% '.4% 0.7% 0.2% 0.'%

R&Sid6i1liV' 0.1% 0.9% 1.4% 0.9% 1.4% 1.4% 1.3% 1.9% 1.9%

Comm,rcj:al -2.2% -2.6% -2.4% -1.9% -0.3% 1.1% -0,9% 1.9% Z,6%

Phase 1;
Exiting Demand Bottom

Industrial sales improving
significantly, driving us out of
the cyclical bottom in demand

\.. - - ) "------ -"-----~/------y--- -y
Phase 2;

Steady Recovery

Residential and industrial
sales are positive YaY, while
commercial to remain weak

Sour~: a'Oldman Sachs Research, EIA, as Global ECS Research.

Phase 3:
Return to Normal

Return to long-run growth rale of
1.5 -1.7%, with commercial
demand growth outpacing

industrial and residential sales

Exhibit 8: We normalize for weather impacts in our electricity demand forecasts, driving
various regional forecasts and a national forecast of +0.4% YoY in 2010
2010 weather-normalized demand by EIA region

Source: Goldman Sachs Research, EIA.
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Industrial MWh sales should increase in 2010 with a rebound in Industrial Production,
but longer-term trends in industrial MWh sales remain challenging. As shown in
Exhibit 9·10 below, industrial MWh sales appear highly correlated with Industrial
Production liP) with an R-squared of approximately 67%. IP declined approximately 13% in
2Q2009, leading to a significant downtick in industrial electricity demand. The Goldman
Sachs Global ECS team projects a robust IP recovery in 20-402010, likely leading to an
increase of 1-2% in electricity consumption by industrial customers. However, in a more
normalized production environment post-2010, we believe industrial electricity demand
will once again lag other customer classes, as we believe it takes at least a YaY 3.7%
increase in lP (above historical trend) to drive just a 1% increase in industrial MWh sales.

EXhibi~ 9: Economists forecast a strong increase in
indust~lal production will drive the economic recovery
a posit~ve for 2010 industrial MWh demand
backtelit of industrial production-based forecasting
methoq:'olOgy to industrial electric consumption

Exhibit 10: However, it takes above trend US production
growth to drive a just 1% increase in industrial MWh
sales - a long-term risk to industrial demand
correlation between IP and industrial sales

Industrial Production (X) to Industrial Sales M
1D.D% ~ . Bilf.:kles;t lnd'l1striill Production to Ind\l.stri.d Electric: Consumption (l' -67%)
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y =O.7133x - 0.0165

R2 =0.6742

Commercial demand growth appears closely correlated with total fixed business
investment and unemployment rate variables. Unemployment rate levels and total
fixed investment, at a 3 month and 9 month lag, respectively, emerge as the best
predictors of electricity demand for commercial customers. Long-term commercial
demand growth will likely outpace growth rates for industrial and residential customers,
but risk exists for 2010 expectations, as continued high unemployment and below-trend
investment levels will weigh on demand from this segment. We expect a YoY increase in
weather-normalized sales to commercial customers of 0.9% versus a historical growth rate
closer to 2.5%.

Goldman Sachs Global Investment Research 8
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Exhibit h1: We use a 50·50 blend of unemployment ...
backtest! of unemployment rate-based forecasting
methodQlogy to commercial electric consumption

Uflited States: Utilities: Power - Electric Utilities

Exhibit 12: ...and total fixed investment to drive our
commercial customer class MWh demand forecasts
backtest of total fixed investment-based forecasting
methodology to commercial electric consumption
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Exhibit 13: GS Global ECS forecast unemployment rates will be near or above 10%
through 2010. weighing on commereial electricity demand
unemployment rate forecasts
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Historically. residential electricity demand increased annually by 2,0%-2.5% and
upside to our expectation exists if efficiency gains do not emerge. We utilize a trend
based analysis to predict weather-normalized power demand for the residential customer
class and assume 1.9% growth for 2011/2012. This incorporates a rough estimate for
efficiency gains - gains we incorporate to reflect the significant spending brought by the
American Recovery and Reinvestment Act. We note that usage per residential customers,
especially over the last 5-10 years, continued to increase, not decrease, so upside to our
forecasts for residential demand growth for 2011-2012 exists if even modest 10-20 bps
efficiency gains that we assume do not emerge.

Goldman Sachs Global Investment Research 9
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Exhibit 14: From 1990-2007, we observed MWh usage per residential customer increase,
so upside to our demand growth forecasts exist if efficiency gains do not materialize
annual MWh usage per residential customer
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Utilities in the Midwest, the South and the Plains states should benefit in 2010 as
industrial MWh sales respond to higher industrial production levels. In our universe,
on 2007 estimates, Conviction Buy-rated ETR and Buy-rated AEP remain among the most
levered to electricity sales to industrial customers, given a greater proportion of total sales
to this segment, as highlighted in Exhibit 15 below. We note companies with sizable

exposure to commercial customer demand - including Sell-rated NSTAR (NST) - may
experience demand weakness above peer levels given higher-than-average exposure to
MWh sales to commercial customers. California and NY based utilities. even though they
maintain sizable exposure to the commercial segment, maintain rate structures that
include decoupling from demand, thus significantly less exposed to demand trends overall.

Goldman' Sachs Global InveStment Research 10
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Exhibit 15: American Electric Power and Entergy are among the most levered to industrial
demand, while NSTAR is among the most commercially-exposed
2007 customer class breakdown by regulated utility segment
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We revise estimates to reflect our new demand forecast and minor
changes to power price assumptions

For both Regulated Utilities and Diversified Utilities, we update our estimates to
reflect new electricity demand assumptions for their regulated businesses. As
detailed above and summarized in Exhibit 16 below, we revise our electricity demand
growth assumptions, impacting EPS estimates for regulated segments prior to rate case
adjustments in future periods. On average, our 2010 estimates for Regulated Utilities
remain approximately 4% below consensus - with below consensus views on Duke Energy
(DUK-Neutral), Portland General (POR-Neutral) and NSTAR (NST-Selll and an above
consensus view for Great Plains Energy (GXP-Buy).

Goldmanl Sachs Global Investment Research 11
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Exhibit 16: Old versus new demand forecasts
weather-normalized YaY demand forecasts

Weather-Normal YaY Nat'l.
Demand Forecasts (%)

Old New Differ.
302009 0.0% -2.9% -2.9%
402009 -0.3% -2.2% -1.9%
1Q2010 0.6% -0.6% -1.2%
202010 0.6% 0.0% -0.6%
3Q2010 0.6% 0.8% 0.2%
4Q2010 0.6% 1.3% 0.7%
FY2010 0.6% 0.4% ~.2%

FY2011 1.5%
FY2012 1.7%

Source: Goldman sachs Research.

For Diversified Utilities and the IPPs. we also make modest changes to power price
forecasts. In addition to revising demand estimates for regulated segments, we also
implement minor power price adjustments in the Midwest and industrial portions of the
Mid-Atlantic/Northeast. Natural gas prices continue to drive power price assumptions - as
forecast by the Goldman Sachs E&P research team, we continue to expect a significant
uplift in 2010/2011 power prices, driven by higher natural gas levels. Among commodity
levered names. our 2010 forecasts differ significantly for Sell-rated Ameren lAEE) and for
Buy-rated Exelon (EXC), although we recognize that a large portion of the upside inherent
in EXC remains tied to eventual implementation of carbon regulations, as detailed in our
June 25 note. "Carbonomics: Measuring impact of US carbon regulation on select
industries. n

Exhibit 17: Old versus new commodities forecasts

I .wnOil: ',I I HenryHubGa~f :1 liCAPPcoal1 IPRBCo'afl

I new 1 old I I new old I 1 unchanged I IunchangedI

302009E $67.00 $65.00 $3.40 $4.00 $50.00 $10.50
402009E $77.00 $70.00 $4.00 $4.50 $55.00 $11.00
FY2009E $61.72 $59.47 $3.98 $4.25 $52.23 $10.22

102010E $85.00 $80.00 $5.00 $5.00 $55.00 $12.00
202010E $85.00 $80.00 $5.00 $5.00 $55.00 $12.00
302010E $90.00 $80.00 $5.50 $5.50 $55.00 $12.50
402010E $100.00 $80.00 $6.50 $6.50 $55.00 $13.00
FY 2010E $90.00 $80.00 $5.50 $5.50 $55.00 $12.38

2011E $110.00 $100.00 $7.00 $7.00 $60.00 $14.00
2012E $105.00 $105.00 $6.50 $6.50 $65.00 $14.00
2013N $85.00 $85.00 $6.50 $6.50 $70.00 $13.00

Source: Goldman sachs Research.

We forecast significant FCF yields for the IPPs, providing opportunities for debt reduction,
buybacks. or growth. Based on our commodity price forecasts and capital spending
estimates, we expect from 2010-2012 RRI will deliver FCF/sh of $0.86-$1.18 and NRG will
generate FCF/sh of $3.84-2.40, representing average FCF yields of 17% and 12%.
respectively. This 2010-2012 free cash flow equals roughly 51% and 38% of the current
market capitalizations for RRI and NRG, or 48% and 30% of their respective debt

Goldman 5m:;hs GlObal Investment Research 12
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outstanding, We expect capital deployment across the balance sheet over the next few
years, barring significant new investments in growth, M&A, or environmental projects.

Exhibit '8: We forecast '3% and 17% 20'0-2012 FCF yields tor NRG and RRJ
independent power producers FCF forecast

_rmt4·:§,t,t@14,~§l44mi,t3qtjfi'#·ji§bM.MIIN

2010 2011 2012 Average
lim; i Ii' G.iAi'Mi&PIl 4AAA4 II mlill

FCF/share $0.66 $1.64 $1,04 $1.16
FCF Yield 12.3% 23.5% 15.0% 16.9%

1~lm i£iiiiii+_Mii§'¥6jiP'!@f*MiiR4t*i611
FCF/share $3.84 $3.19 $3.30 $3.44
FCF Yield 14.1% 11.7% 12.1% 12.7%

Source: Goldman Sachs Research est;mates

Exhibit 19: GS EPS estimates versus consensus forecasts

GS E:PS esttr1l8tu "OI1l1.lS Cons&I''1$l,lI.

1,b~A Hiu "M!IMMtI
Cons Cons Con.

lId<." GSEPS EPS 'f,Ch GSEPS EPS %Ch GSEPS EPS %Ch

r .e J ilf.!.le:eewe ewee ti"
N3.P 52.70 $2.87 ,(il\. $2.99 $3.03 .1% $3.33 $3.22 3%
DUK $1.11 $1.21 -ll% $1.17 $1.30 -10% $1.30 $1.36 ~%

1'0 $2.99 $3.11 -4'J/o $3.21 $3.29 -2'Yo $331 $3.41 .3%
peG $3.08 $3.16 -3'J/o $3.45 $340 2% $3.81 $3.70 3%
PGN $2.88 $3.03 -5% $2.99 $3.2il ~% $3.32 $3.34 ·1%
Moan -5% -4% -3%

tifftim$ltteJii@ttffi@ en 1
CHL $1.64 $1.65 ll% 52.14 $2.07 3% $2.27 $2.27 ll%
E£ $1.34 $1,32 2% $1.28 $1.55 -17% $1.47 $1.116 .11%
OXP $1. 17 $1.19 ·210 $1.54 $1.45 6% $2.01 $1.82 11%
NST $2.33 $2.36 .1% $2.29 $2.48 .-% 52.50 $2.6:1 -5%
NU $1.68 $1.84 ,-'J/o $1.85 $1.98 .7% 52.00 S2.18 .-%
POR $1.45 $1.39 4% 51.63 $1.75 -7% $2.21 S2.09 6%
$CO $2.85 n.81 1% $2.96 $3.05 .2"f. $3.35 $3_28 2"f.
NVE $0.69 $0.92 ·25% $0.94 $1.13 .17% $1. 12 $1.19 -6%
WEC $3.05 $3.12 ·2% $4-01 S3.76 7% $4.13 $4.10 1%
WR $1.45 $1.71 -15% $1.64 $1.83 .11% S1.57 $1.84 -15%
MOM> -5'io -5'io ~%

AE'E $2.21 $2.72 .19% 52.12 $2.59 .18% 52.50 S2.5O 0%
AYE $2.15 $2.22 -3,. $2.47 $2.49 ·1% $3.57 $3.25 10%
ETR $6.50 $6.52 0'l0 $6.67 $6.91 -3% $7.95 $7.25 10'l0
EIX $2.92 $3.04 -410 $3.56 $3.49 2% $3.84 $3.61 6%
EXC $402 $4.11 -2" $3.58 $4.03 ·11,. $4.11 $4.60 -11%
SRE $4.46 $4.53 -1" $4.93 S5.14 -4% $5.55 $5.55 -3%
_Ian -3'J/o -4% 3%
Me.n -5'J(, ,(i% 2%

KRG $1.116 $2.'14 -37'1f. $2.34 52.72 -14%
ORA $1.23 $1.32.7% $1.27 $1.54 ·17%
RIll (SO.n) ($0.55l -40% $0.19 $0.06 224,.

.Median -37'1f. ·14%

Mean -2lWo ~%

$2.25
$1.25
$0.64

$2.33
$1.68
$0.32

~"A.

.26%
101%

Note: NRG EPS asslJlJ16$ contnu:t amortizations associated with the acquisition of RGlktnt

GS ESITOA estlmat8s verstlS 'consansui

tffi_@j4§iffiMlIi§Hf
.illR

~ -; GS ~ Cons!" '" ~ ; ~-' as ~ Ccns" ~ ~;': GS ',Cons '" t ~

nclter._.~ .•ESITOA. "ElllTOJ; ,,% CI\:, ;c EBrtOA,.EBrrg~".,..eh•• :., .E.E!11WI ,EB!Tl1A~.~_Cl:!.
NRG $2,448
ORA $148
RRI $141
Median
Mean

$2,280 7% $2,62il $2,358 11% $2,513 $2,461 2%
5151 ·210 $180 $185 -3% $248 $223 11%
5331 -57'1f. $567 $582 -3% $664 $727 .910

-2% -3% 2%
-1~ 2% 2%

Source: Goldman Sachs Research estimates, Facrset.
Note: EBtmA estimates are Adjusted EBITDA, not GMP EBITDA.
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We (lIpgrade Independent Power Producers to Attractive and
remain Attractive on commodity oriented Diversified Utilities_. .-:-_,_._~~ ._.~_.__~ . ~ ~~~.~__~._. . .~._w w __._. ._.__ ~_~. ~~__ • ~_~~_~ •• ~__• ~,~ '_~~ w.'----- ~_

As power demand and commodity prices improve.IPP multiples should continue to

expand - and we upgrade RRI Energy from Neutral to Conviction Buy. Improving
natural gas prices, power prices and electricity demand all should support and enhance
valuations for merchant generators and the merchant generation segments owned by
Diversified Utilities. We raise multiples on pure-play IPPs in our universe - NRG Energy

and RRI Energy - to reflect improved sentiment and the significant FCF generation likely in
a $5.50-$7/MMBtu natural gas price environment. Applying a 7,Ox multiple on these

predominantly base-load generators remains somewhat below historical mean/median
levels of 7.25x-7.5x, reflecting improving. but still below trend electricity demand growth in
2010.

Exhibit 20: Base-load IPPs still trade one standard deviation below their LT mean despite
recent multiple expansion
3YR forward EVIEBITDA multiples of base-load IPPs (NRG, RRI, MIR) on consensus estimates

14X

12X

10X

ex
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2X

ox +---..,..-..,.------,--,---.r---r--or--,.---r---..,..-...,.-----,---r---,r---r--...--,.--,.-

.J:>f) s-f) s-~ $:>" sf> ,;>'0 s:>'o J>'o:tf $:>Ao. ~ ~ $:>'b s-'b oJ> s-'b S>~ s-o:' s-'"
~#~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

-Average IPP Multiple (NRG,RRI,MIR) -Mean - -lSlDev "u·· 2StDev

Source: GS Research Estimates. Factset

Natural gas prices should improve and will likely emerge over the coming 12 months
as a catalyst. not a headwind, for IPPs and merchant generation. The Goldman Sachs
E&P team sees th~ potential for near term bullish weekly data builds due to (1) industrial
demand improvements, (21 lower production due to natural declines and lower rig count,
(3) lower production due to maintenance, shut ins, and/or drilled but not completed wells.
and (4) coal-to-gas substitution. We continue to focus on 1H2010 gas prices as a key
driver for FY2011. Assuming gas prices stay below $5.00/MMBtu Henry Hub gas in 1H2010,
our E&P team forecasts a normalization of gas storage in 2Q13Q 2010. leading to tightness
and a spike in prices during Winter 2010-2011.
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. I
Exhit)it 121: Near term storage data could turn bUllish
natural pas storage

Exhibit 22: ....and further rig count declines should lead
to $6+/MMBtu gas beyond 2010
US natural gas rig count
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Within our universe. RRI maintains the most sensitivity to changes in commodity
prices, although others maintain sizable commodity leverage. As highlighted in
Exhibit 23 below, RRI Energy maintains the greatest exposure to natural gas and power
prices, given minimal hedges for its generation output. Above-market coal contracts
weigh on 2009 significantly and have a modest impact on 2010, but roll-off by 2011.
Diversified Utilities also maintain sizable exposure to natural gas and power prices, with
hedges rolling off at different times for each - Allegheny Energy (AYE) remains
significantly unhedged for 2011 r while few maintain hedges beyond 2011.

Exhibit 23: RRI and NRG remain the most sensitive to a $1.00 change in Gas. AYE is most
sensitive Diversified Utility
EPS Sensitivity to + or - $1.00/mmbtu of natural gas in 2010,2011

"EPS se~sitivity + or· $1.00/mmbtuof Nat.ural ~a;: '." "

2010 2011 2012

Iindepent Power Producers
NRG 12% 17% 208%

RRI 167% 60% 36%

Average 90% 39% 122%

1Diversified Utilities
AEE 4% 7% 10%

AYE 9% 23% 37%

EIX 10% 13% 15%

ETR 3% 7% 11%

exc 2% ~Ia 26%

$RE 1% 1% 2%

Average 5% 10% 17%

·Our "base-caseR implies our E&P Team's forecast of $5.50/mmblu in 2010 and
$7.00Immbtu In 2011

Source: Goldmall Sachs Research estimates.
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We raise estimates for RRI and increase target prices for IPPs, upgrading RRI to CL

Buy, with around 30·35% upside in both RRI and NRG. We continue to apply a sum of

the parts valuation methodology for I??s and the 1?P segments within Diversified Utilities,

now utilizing a 7.0x base-line EV/EB1TDA multiple on average 2011/2012 EBITDA, then

making adjustments for expected average FCF yields, returns on invested capital,

anticipated carbon impact, and broader attractiveness of regional markets. For RRI, we

increase estimates to reflect lower than previously forecast coal costs for its Seward unit, a

waste coal facility competitively advantaged due to coal that costs roughly half the cost of
traditional Appalachian coal. We lower our 12-month, DCF based, price target on Neutral

rated ORA from $43 to $41, on (11 lower forecasted backlog, (2) lower gross margins

forecasts, and {3} lower power prices in Hawaii, implying 5% upside.

Exhibit 24: We upgrade RRI from Neutral to Buy and remain buyers of NRG
SoTP Valuation of \PPS I$mn unless per share estimatesl

Average 2011-2012 EBITDA $560 $2,434

Baseline EV/EBITDA Multiple 7,Ox 7.0x
Adjustments to Baseline Multiple

Attractiveness of Regional Markets O.Ox -0.3x
Carbon Exposure -1.5x -1.0x
Returns on Capital O.Ox O.Ox
Free Cash Flow Yield 1.75x 1.25x

Target EViEBITDA Multiple 7.2x 7.0x

Enterprise Value $4,056 $17,019
Net debt $1,053 $6,465
Equity Value - Generation & Other Non-Utility $3,002 $10,266
Current Diluted Share Count 351 275
Equity Value per Share - Generation & Other Non-Utility $8.56 $37.33

Target Price per Share $9 $37
Current Share Price $6.98 $27.20
Dividend yield 0.0% 0.0%
Total Return to Target 29% 36%

Carnon NPV, $Ish $ (2) $ (9)
Generation Returns on Capital 2011-2012 3.4% 5.7%
Generation Free Cash Flow Yield 2011-2012 19.2% 11.9%

Source: Goldman Sachs Research estimates.

Multiple expansions will also benefit Diversified Utilities, as we forecast improving

valuations for their non·regulated subsidiaries and regulated segments. We value the
"parts" of Diversified Utilities using two methodologies: (1) PIE metrics on regulated
earnings power, and (2) an EV/EBITDA multiple on the non-regulated merchant

generation or IPP segments, with adjustments for (a) returns of capital, (bl free cash
flow, (c~ exposure to potential carbon regulations, and (d) attractiveness of regional

markets.
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Exhibit 25: Multiple expansion benefits Diversified Utilities at both segments
SoTP valuation methodology

W.Jlll!Etlfil~S!Wi~;8!",mt~.iji;._~E~m!m1jf:m'ilW¥;J~~3Uii1@!«t{O]
Utility 2012 EPS $2.44 $1.44 $3.48 $1.08
Applied Target PE Multiple 10.0x 10.0x 10.5x 10.5x
Utility Equity Value per Share $24 $14 $36 $11

Average EBITDA on Generation (2011~2012) $410 $690 $849 $3,604
Other 2011-2012 EBITDA $0 $0 ($30) ($102)
Total Generation & Other Non-Utillty EBITDA $410 $690 $819 $3,502

Baseline EV/EBITDA Multiple 7.0x 7.0x 7.0x 1.0x
Adjus1ments to Baseline Multiple

Attractiveness of Regional Mar\(ets -0.8x ~1.OX -0.3x -0.5)(
Carbon Exposure -1.3x -O.5x 0.2x 3.7x
Returns on Capital -0.3x 0.5x O.Ox 0.3x
Free Cash Flow Yield -0.3x 0.8x O.Ox O.Ox

Target EV/EBITDA Multiple 4.5x 6.8x 7.0x 10.5x

Enterprise Value - Generation & Other Non-Utility $1,835 $4,675 $5,699 $36,661
Generation & Non-Utility Net Debt $1,682 $1,795 $4,942 $3,140
Equity Value - Generation & Other Non-Utility $153 $2,880 $757 $33,521
Currenl Diluted Share Count 214 170 327 659
Equity Value per Share· Generlltlon & Other Non-Utility $1 $17 $2 $51

Target Price per Share $25 $31 $39 $62
Current Share Price $25.74 $26.96 $34.01 $50.12
Dividend yield 6.0% 2.2% 3.8% 4.2%
Total Return to Target 3% 17% 19% 28%

Carbon NPV. $Ish -$2 -$2 $1 $20
GeneraUon Returns on Cap~aI2011-2012 2.9% 8.7% 3.6% 8.0%
Generation Free Cash Flow Yield 2011-2012 -0.8% 7,3% 1.1% 0.1%

CL Buy rated Entergy target price is $101/sh, while Neutral rated Sempra target price is $59/sh

Source: Goldman Sachs Research estimares.

We ,l[Iowngrade Regulated Utilities to Neutral, as few bell-weathers
scr~en attractively
------'-1---------'=----------------------------------

With large cap Regulated Utilities screening less attractive than small/mid cap peers,
we downgrade this sub-sector to Neutral. While Regulated Utilities trade below
historical levels on Price to Book and on longer term (2012) PIE multiples, mUltiples on FY2
screen less attractively. More importantly, upside on average in the sub-sector remains
tilted toward smaller/mid cap names versus the large cap stocks, driving our sub-sector
downgrade to Neutral. Dividend yield spreads remain attractive, but few sector-wide
catalysts exist.

Regulated Utilities currently trade near long-term historic average PIE multiples on
2010 estimates. As shown in Exhibit 27 below, Regulated Utilities currently trade near
12.0x on FY2 or 2010 estimates, versus long-term average levels closer to 12.5x, only a
modest discount. We note the long-term average includes trough levels from the high
inflationary period in the 1970s and the "electricity crash" from 2001-2002, with the mean
and median on FY2 much higher utilizing ranges from just the last 5-7 years, although
expected rate base growth currently lags expected levels from 2005-2008 due to cuts in
capital spending.
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EXhibit~6: Regulated Utilities currently trade inline
with th~ historic average of 13.2x on FY1 consensus
estima~s

Jan 1, 1P90 • current

-Regulaed Ulilies _ - A~

Source~ F4celSet Goldman Sachs Research estimates.

United States: Utilities: Power - Electric Utilities

Exhibit 27: Regulated Utilities currently trade below the
historic average of 12.5x on FY2 consensus estimates
Jan 1,1990 - current
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Source: Fixtset Goldman Sachs Research estimates.

Regulated Utilities trade slightly below average Price to Book levels and equity issuances
in 2010 are not a major overhang. As detailed in Exhibit 28 below. Regulated Utilities
historically traded at Price/Book multiples on average near 1.3-1 Ax, with group levels
currently near 1.2x. Removing the 1970s trough period, the historical Price/Book level
appears closer to 1.5x-l.6x. implying regulated names trade only slightly below historical
levels, as outlined in Exhibit 29 below. Since we do not expect significant equity financing
needs over 2010, with only a handful of companies likely issuing shares versus a broad
wave of issuances in 2009, Regulated Utilities could close this gap on a Price to Book basis.
although many key names already have done so.

Exhibitl28: Regulated Utilities currently trade below
historilll PIS average of 1.3x - which includes the trough
period pf the 1970s
Jan 1. '1975. current

Exhibit 29: Companies like GXP and NVE trading below
book provides opportunities for mean reversion
Percent premium/!discount) to book value
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Relative to treasury yields, regulated names and the broader group appear attractive.
The Goldman Sachs Global ECS team forecasts lower interest rates over the next 12
months, with 10-year Treasury yield expected to decline from the current levels near 3.5%
to approximately 3% through lH2010, as shown in Exhibit 30. Under this scenario, the
average dividend yields of Regulated Utilities appear attractive versus the near-term
expected 10-year yield. Historically, for Regulated Utilities, lower dividend yields implied
higher share prices. As detailed in Exhibit 31, the spread between the dividend yield and
the 10-year yield is at a historic low, versus the long-term average of 0.23. We believe that
the current spread levels provide a potential for mean reversion, resulting into lower
dividend yield for the Regulated Utilities and implying upside to share prices.

--~,--------------------

Exniblt130: Low 1o-year Treasury yields indicate snare
price Ul!Iside for Regulated Utilities
Yields, lO-year Treasury note and dividends on Regulated
Utilities,

::~->~';~~~
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Source: Nctset Goldman Sachs Research estimates.

Exhibit 31: The current yield spread is significantly
below the historic average
Spread, lO-year Treasury yield and C1verage dividend yield on
Regulated Utilities

!
1
t Q~\---.....Jor,:"L-++-{\---4---JL...V--\---M---\---

Source: Factset Goldman Sachs Research estimates.

Regulated Utilities screen attractively relative to S&P 500, trading at a 12%-20%
discount despite stable multi-year average earnings growth. As shown in Exhibit 32
below, we expect a CAGR EPS growth of approximately 12% through 2012 for Regulated
Utilities, below the earnings growth forthe S&P 500 of 21 %. However, the Regulated
Utilities have a less volatile earnings growth profile, with a 5% decline in 2009 given the
weak demand fundamentals in 1H2009, followed by a 11%-12% yearly growth over 2010
2012 . The S&P 500 index currently trades at 14.0/13.2112.4X on forecasted 2010-2012
earnings, versus Regulated Utilities at 12.4/11.1/9.9X , implying a 1.0x-l.6x or 12%-20%
discount for the regulated group, as shown in Exhibit 33 below. However, the S&P
estimates assume a more normal 6%-6.5% growth after 2010, likely conservative given
economic improvements and therefore potentially overstating the relative valuation of
Regulated Utilities.
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Exhibit 32: We expect Regulated Utilities to post 12%
CAGR ~rowth in EPS...
Annual Iforecasted EPS growth. 2009E-2012E

Exhibit 33: ...while Regulated Utilities trade at a
discount to S&P 500 on PIE multiples
PIE of Regulated Utilities and the S&P 500, 2009E·2012E
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Given expected improvements in utility demand and broaderlimproved market views
overall, we adjust our target prices for Regulated Utilities. We continue to utilize a dual
approach for valuing Regulated Utilities, a blend of dividend discount model analysis
(assuming a 9% cost of equity and a 2.5% terminal growth rate) and a PIE multiple on
projected longer-term 2012 earnings power. We increase our baseline target PIE multiples
for Regulated Utilities to reflect improving fundamentals for the group. We also apply a
differential in target multiples for the two sub-groups: large cap and small/mid cap
regulated utilities-- to reflect the historic premium exhibited by the large cap regulated
utilities on long-term earnings power.

• On longer-term earnings power. large cap group trades at a 7%~13%
premium versus the small/mid cap peers. As shown in Exhibit 34, we
observe a trading disparity between the two sub groups, with large cap
regulated utilities trading at a note worthy premium to its small/mid cap
peers on tonger-term earnings power. We expect this pattern to hold
going forward, and alter our PIE based valuation methodology by
introducing a 5% differential between the target multiples for the two
groups.

Exhibit 34: Yearly comparison of the trading mUltiples tor large cap and small/mid cap
Regulated Utilities, on FY3 consensus estimates
Over years 2005-2009

F-~-C7Yei;:--'7-"0-:~[ii~i---~Srt1alilC~'·-':.~ Prel(~sc:)]~(J

I OVer 2005 ><1 14.2x 13.3x 7%
:.OVergOQ6·· 14.2x 14.1x 0%

CNer2()()7 '14.6x 13.0x 13%
Over 2008 i 12.0x 11.1x 8%

._9Y¥r20o.2t_._'_'J 10.4x 9.6x 8%

Source: Factset, Goldman Sachs Research estimates.
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• Our new target prices imply a 12% average upside from current levels
for Regulated Utilities. As shown in Exhibit 35, we value regulated
utilities using a 50/50 weighting on: (1) PIE multiples for longer-term
regulated earnings power, and (2) a DDM model. Given the improving
demand fundamentals and historic trading patterns, we increase our
expected base-line PIE multiple from 9.0x to 1O.5x for large cap group and
10.0x small/mid cap group, a 5% valuation differential between the two
sub-sectors. While we increase the PIE side of our valuation, we maintain
our DDM model which incorporates a 2.5% terminal growth rate, roughly
in line with expected long-term GDP growth trends.

Exhibit 35: We use a blend of PIE on 2012 EPS and DDM, with a discounted target
multiple for the small/mid group versus large cap Regulated Utilities
Our price target methodology

10.5x • Large caps
10.0x-SmaIVmid caps

Source: Goldman Sachs Research.

+

9.0% cost of equity
2.5% terminal growth

::::

EXhi~i~36: Valuation of Regulated Utilities on a dividend discount model basis are attractive and our blended target
prices 'imply a 12% total return potential

T~DDM Cur""" Total R.tum, Multiple PIE-a"...d Total Return. 12...,.,nth Target 1 ....•..•.
TIcker RaIIng 9128 Close Val... Yield COM Only 2012 EPS Applied Val... PIE OnlY Price

~ < .,(
Amerlca~lEIectrIcPower AEP Buy $31.13 $38 5.3% 27% $3.45 10.5. $36 22% $37
CoosQIid!;ted Edi,,,,, EO Sell $41.40 $39 5.7% 1% $3.45 10.51< $36 -7% $38 .......•.~ .. :"?Duke ~",,rgy DUK Neutral $15.93 $15 5.8% 2% $1.34 10.5. $14 -6% $15
PG&E PeG Neutral $40.91 $43 4.1% 10% $4.02 10.5. $42 7% $43 ~.........
i'roorirs~ Enerov PON Neutral $39.&l $43 6.3% 14% $3.55 10.5. 537 0% $040

Ls~I:~an 5.4% 11% om >: ".:';Ls~.Wed;en 5.7% 10% 0%
~~ .:.;' ••• c,·,.

Cleco· eN~ NetJ\r.l1 $25.10 $26 3.6% 7% $2.39 10.OX 523.87 -1% $25 I· ii
EI P.",\:Ieclrlc EE Neulnll $17.84 $20 0.0% 12% 52.10 10.OX 521 18% $21

Great~;ns Energy GXP Buy $18.17 $21 4.6% 28% $2.13 10.OX $21 22% $22 .
NortI>Oa I Utilities NU Neulnll $23.99 $26 4.0% 19% $2.51 10.OX $25 8% $26
NSTAR NST sell $32.09 $32 4.7% 3% $2.55 10.OX $26 -16% $29

l···•.
.'

NV&~ NVIO Neutral $11.59 $15 3.5% 31.... $1.41 9.\lx $13 13% $14 .....
PortIal1d ' I POR Neulnll 520.07 $24 5.1% 24% $2.20 10.OX $22 15% $23
SCANA seG NetJ\r.l1 $35.30 $42 5.3% 24% $3.eo 10.OX 536 13% $040 I..:: 11-
Westlir WR Neutral $19.&l $24 6.0% 2a% $2.18 10.OX $22 17% $23 c.'~

~"WiSC<insl, Enerov WEe Naulral $45.11 $49 3.0% 12% $4.63 10.OX $46 6% $-48
Mid & smal-(;ap Mean 4.0% 19% lI% .1~"·· _-
Mid & Sm~i-<:at> Median 4.3% 21% 13% $8%
Regularod l:JtiJities Mean 4.5% 16% 7% 12%
Reaulal6d 1~IHities Me<1ian 4.7% 14% B% 11U ..
Source.Qoldman Sachs Research estimates.
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As investors begin to gain visibility on the improving power fundamentals in 2010, we
believe multiples will expand for Regulated Utilities and the regulated segments
within Diversiiied Utilities. We utilize a dual approach for valuing Regulated Utilities,
applying a 50% weighting to our dividend discount model analysis (assuming a 9%
cost of equity and a 2.5% terminal growth rate} and a 50% weighting to PIE multiples
on projected longer-term 2012 earnings power. We raise our baseline PIE multiple on
2012 from 9.0X to 10.QX for Small & Mid Cap Regulated Utilities and 10.5X for large
cap Regulated Utilities.

• We reiterate our BUY rating on large-cap American Electric Power (AEPj, our
favorite large-cap regulated name, while affirming our Conviction Sell rating
on Con Edison lED). AEP trades at a 16%-18% discount on projected 2010-2012
earnings power and provides an attractive dividend yield. We maintain our
Conviction Sell rating on Can Edison given (1} relative valuation, (2) a
projected $400mm equity issuance, which is at the high end of management
guidance, and which we believe is imminent, and {3} unimpressive earnings
growth.

We re~erateour Buy rating on Great Plains Energy (GXP), but remove it from the Conviction Buy list, and
doVlinlirade Portland General Electric (POR) from BuV to Neutral. We believe GXP trades at a substantial discount
to peers on LT normalized estimates despite its top quartile earnings growth trajectory. We downgrade POR
becaui;e we remain (1) below consensus estimates on 2010, and (2) see a better a better opportunity in CL Buy·
rated GXP.
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Primary catalysts and key risks
----<;--=---- ---------

Catalysts:

United States: Utilities: Power - Electric Utilities

In our view, a series of events, including various regulatory proceedings, a maior
industry conference and 3Q2009 reporting season will drive share prices in the near
term.

• A number of rate cases and regulatory proceedings in the next 90·120 days
are key to monitor: Multiple companies within our universe - both among
Regulated and Diversified Utilities - currently face key decision dates or interim
recommendations on requests for revenue increases in rate case proceedings.
Large cap names such as Progress Energy (Floridal. Duke Energy (Carolinas) and
Ameren (Missouri) will receive PSC staff recommendations or final orders in key
rate cases that impact 2010.

• A major industry conference - the EEl conference - in November will provide
greater insight into 2010-2011 outlooks. We expect many Regulated and
Diversified Utilities in our universe to introduce guidance at the Edison Electric
Institute's (EEl) Conference in early November. Given our 2010 forecasts, we
anticipate gUidance ranges for most companies reporting to be within the range of
consensus expectations, with only a handful of disappointments or surprises.

• Third quarter earnings presents a risk. although with EEl approaching.
investors likely will focus more on 2010-2011: While we are positioned below
consensus into the 302009 earnings season, our conversations with investors
suggest the buy-side is ahead of sell-side estimates in anticipating that weak
weather and commodity pricing will weigh on the quarter. We believe investors
are more likely to be focused on long-term earnings potential and growth, and
should react favorably to management commentary on 11) lower-than-expected
equity financing needs in 2010, and (2) stabilizing demand fundamentals.

Exhibit 37: We are below consensus on Q3 2009 after incorporating new gas and demand
forecasts, however we are increasingly confident investors will look through the quarter

, " , EPSGS EPSCons ' '", o'r
~~""".....", • FYJjl09 Q~_." ,~,2009_Q3_,_ .-"~: _~:"....:c.
NVE $0.59 $0.74 -19.6%
NST $0.80 $0.83 -1.6%
PGN $1.11 $1.18 -5.5%
DUK $0.36 $0.40 -8.3%
AEP $0.80 $0.86 -8.3%
paR $0.27 $0.27 1.3%
NU $0.32 $0.38 -16.9%
PCG $0.91 $0.92 -1.4%
CNL $0.75 $0.76 -1.6%
SCG $0.83 SO.79 4.5%
WEC $0.49 $0.57 -14.6%
EE $0.52 $0.58 -10.6%
GXP $0.66 $0.78 -12.4%
WR $0.B1 $0.9\ -\0.6%
(Av~",g,_~~_-"'._:....,,-~~- _._~ •. -- ,M%=-l

AEE $0.89 $UlO -\1.0%
EIX $1.12 $1.03 8.7%
EXC $0.92 $O.911 .{to%
SRE $1.17 $1.21 -2.7%
ETR $2.58 $2.55 1.1%
f!<iierag6.:'::":::"-:-~==::c~.::.c ".:...=---~::=:::;~:~'i.i:.:::_J

$848
$40

$133 $90 41.3%
-='.-: --:::.:-::.=-:',==== .:....lni·~_·:: _'

Source: Goldman Sachs Research, Quantum
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Risks:

Primary risks for utilities and power generators include (1) lower than expected power
demand or power pricing, (2) increased environmental spending, and (3) higher than
forecast financing needs.

• Demand risk - Lower-than-expected electricity demand could decrease earnings
for regulated segments and weaken overall commodity prices, negatively
impacting IPPs and Diversified Utilities.

• Environmental capital risk -Increased requirements for pollution controls to
reduce SOx, NOx or mercury emissions could drive higher spending or litigation
risk for companies with coal fired generation.

• Financing risk - Unlike when entering 2009, where we forecast a sizable level of

equity issuances for lH2009, we do not see a broader "wave" of equity issuances
in 2010, primarilY due to company efforts to reduce spending levels. Higher than
expected equity financing needs or rising cost of debt would negatively impact
utility shares.

~~ 38: Among the large cap Regulated Utilities, ED
has si~nificantequity financing needs over 2009/2010
Net eq~ity issuances among large cap regulated utilities as a
perce~age of market capitalization

Exhibit 39: Among the mid/small cap regulated utilities,
there are few with significant equity needs
Net equity issuances among small/mid cap regulated utilities
as a percentage of market capitalization

... 1}
'G.Oor.

,5.0%

.5.0%

•...or.

5.0%

...,.,. ... ...
0.11% ...
•5JIor. ~..

41£t.O%

-1111. BujW<b

·15.0'%
CHl EE GXP H" NST """ ..:>II SCC .... wtc

.2009 m2010 .2011-2012

'...

Source: ~;oIdman Sachs Research estimates. Source: Goldman Sachs Research estimates.
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Appendices
------; ~-~--~------- ------------------

Appendix A: Sum of the parts valuation for Sempra Energy

Per Share
ValueMetrlc Desc.

mmuia@m'l1!t1iWl!it!I¢tiU~
Segment Multiple I
Earnings or Value
EquiV. Applied

California Utilities
SDG&E 2012E EPS
SoCaIGas 2012£ EPS
Total

$2.01
$1.11
$3.13 10.5x (PIE) $33

Generation
2011/2012 EBITDA
Implied EV
Debt
Equity VBlue

274
$1,921
$0
$1,921

7.0x (EVIESITDA)

$8

Pipelines & Slorage
2012 EBITDA Forecast

ImpliedEV
EQuity Value

LNG
Cameron and Energia Cosla Azul

Commodities
Book Value, SR£ Portion

Parent/Other
NelDebl

$549
$3,569

$3,569

$1,600

$3,179

6.5x

1.0x

(EV/EBITDAI

(OCF)

(PIB)

$14

$11

1$13)

Source: Goldman SachS Research estimates.
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Appendix B: One year forward EVIEBITDA multiples are extremely volatile
1 yr forward EV/EBITDA multiples of base-load IPPs (NRG, RRf. and MIRt
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Source: Goldman Sachs Research Estimates, Faclset.

Appendix C: Two year forward EV/EBITDA multiples remain one standard deviation below
mean
2 yr forward EV/EBITDA multiples of base-load IPPs (NRG, RRI, and MIR)

14X

12)(

10X

6X

4X

8X 1++-~H+i--------.......;::o.t....1oL_\_::-----------

2X

OX +---,-,--,--,.-,---,_-r--,----,-......---r---,--,--,----.--,--,--.-

~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ; ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~
,~~~,~~~,~,~,~,~~~,

Source: Goldman Sachs Research Estimates, Faetset.
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Appentfix 0: Old versus new EPS and EBITDA estimates

3%

$2,377 $2,355 -1%
$297 $272 -B%
$386 $455 18%

1%

$2,534 $2,513 -1%
$263 $248 -6%
$604 $664 10%

1%

$2,620 $2,620 0%

$197 $180 -9%
$513 $567 10%

14%

-1%

-2%
44%

$2,462 $2,448

$151 $148
$98 $141

NRG
ORA
RRI

Larae Q'ap Reg ulated UlIlities

Arite4caro Elec Power AEP $2.85 $2.70 ~5% $3.09 $2.99 -3% $3.39 $3.33 -2% $3.47 $3.45 -1%

Du~e Energy DUK $1.19 $1.11 -7% $1.17 $1.17 0% $1.32 $1.30 -2% $1.34 $1.34 0%
Consolidated Edison ED $3.03 $2.99 ·1% $3.22 $3.21 0% $3.31 $3.31 0% $3.45 $3.45 0%

PG&~ PCG $3.08 $3.08 0% $3.45 $3.45 0% $3.81 $3.81 0% $4.02 $4.02 0%

PGN $2.92 $2.88 -1% $3.05 $2.99 -2% $3.31 $3.32 0% $3.46 $3.55 3%
-3% -1% -1% 0%

Mll!..J$.mall Cap Regulaled Utilities

Clec(j CNL $1.68 $1.64 -2% $2.14 $2.14 0% $2.29 52.27 -1% $2.38 $2.39 0%

EI 'PlUO Electrlc EE $1.40 $1.34 -4% $1.34 $1.28 -4% $1.52 $1.47 -3% $2.10 $2.10 0%

G~at:PlalnsEnergy GXP $1.24 $1.17 .{;% $1.56 $1.54 -1% $2.01 $2.01 0% $2.13 52.13 0%

N~TAA NST $2.32 $2.33 1% $2.25 52.29 2% $2.49 $2.50 1% $2.53 $2.55 1%

Nort~eastUtilities NU $1.76 $1.68 -4% $1.89 $1.85 -2% $2.02 52.00 ·1% $2.52 $2.51 -1%

Po.rtillnd General Ele.:tric POR $1.43 $1.45 1% $1.66 $1.63 -2% $2.21 $2.21 0% $2.20 $2.20 0"-'
SC1A Corporation SCG $2.85 $2.65 0% $3.07 $2.98 -3% $3.35 $3.35 0% $3.82 $3.80 .1%

N" E ergy NVE $0.80 $0.69 -14% $1.03 $0.94 -9% $1.24 $1.12 -10% $1.42 $1.41 0%
Wlscpnshl Energy WEe $3.14 $3.05 -3% $3.98 $4.01 1% $4.55 $4.13 -9% $4.60 $4.63 1%
We,. uEnergy WR $1.75 $1.45 -17% $1.60 $1.64 ·9% $1.19 $1.57 -13% $2.36 $2.16 -6%

Mid & ~mall Cap Avera e -5% -3"10 -4% .1%

!RegtlfaMd Average -4% -20/tl -3% 0%1

AEE $2.35 $2.21 -6% $2.23 $2.12 -5% S2.65 $2.50 -5% $2.72 $2.60 -4%
AYE $2.15 $2.15 0% $2.52 $2.47 -2% $3.78 $3.57 -6% $2.64 $2.42 -8"'{'

EIX $2.97 $2.92 -2% $3.57 $3.56 0% $3.91 $3.84 -2% $3.45 $3.33 -3%
ETR $6.56 $6.50 -1% $6.82 $&.67 -2% $8.07 $7.95 -1% $8.35 $8.21 -2%

EXC $4.03 $4.02 0% $3.62 $3.58 -1% $4.11 $4.11 0% $3.10 $3.04 .2%
SRE $4.48 $4.46 0% $4.95 $4.93 0% $5.54 $5.55 0% $5.60 $5.6' 0"""

-2% -2% -2% -3%

-2",4; $2.34 $2.34 0% $2.31 $2.25 -3% $2.11 $2.05 -3%
-4% $1.56 $1.27 -16% $1.49 $1.25 ·16% $1.17 $1.35 -24%

9% $0.10 $0.19 103% SO.53 $0.64 21% $0.05 SO.21 NA
1% 28% 1% -13%

Source: d:JldmarJ Sachs Research Estimates, Factset; E8JTDA estimates are Adjusted EBJTDA. not GAAP fBITDA
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Appendix E: Old versus new price targets

United States: Utilities: Power - Electric Utilities

Large Cap Regulated

American Elec Power AEP $34 $37

DUKe Energy DUK $14 $15
Consolidated Edison EO $35 $38

PG&E peG $40 $43
Progress Energy PGN $36 $40

Small I Mid Cap Regulated

Cleco CNL $24 $25
EI Paso Electric EE $19 $21
Great Plains Energy GXP $21 $22
Northeast Utilities NU $25 $26
NSTAR NST $27 $29
NV Energy NVE $13 $14
Portland General Electric PQR $22 $23

SCANA Corporation SCG $38 $40

Westar Energy WR $23 $23
Wisconsin Energy WEC $45 $48

Diversified UtiIlties

Ameren AEE $23 $25
Allegheny Energy AYE $30 $31
Edison International EIX $33 $39
Entergy ETR $93 $101

Exelon EXC $60 $62
Sempra Energy SRE $54 $59

IPPs

NRG Energy NRG $32 $37
OllTlat Technologies ORA $43 $41

RRI Energy RRI $6 $9

Source: Goldman sachs Research estimates, Facrser.
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Appendix F: National and regional weather-adjusted demand - YoY weather a headwind in 3009, but benefit in
4009flQ10

&& .ilUfIIKI aNIi'f...., 4U.1...._ ...
302009 402009 102010 202010 302010 Aaz010 2010 . 2011 2012

-2.9% -2.2% .(l.G% 0.0% 0.8% 1.3% 0.4% 1.5% 1.70/.

-2.7% -2.4% .(l.9% 0.3% 0.8% 1.3% 0.4% 1.5% 1.70/.

-4.7% -1.8% 0.5% 1.3% 0.8% 1.3% 1.0% 1.5% 1.7%

-1.9% -2.4% .(l.5% 1.6% 0.8% 1.3% 0.8% 1.5% 1.7%

-3.0% -2.3% -1.4% 1.7% 0.8% 1.3% 0.6% 1.5% 1.7%

-4.9% -3.3% -1.3% 1.2% 0.8% 1.3% 0.5% 1.5% 1.7%

-4.3% -2.6% .(l.9% 0.0% 0.8% 1.3% 0.3% 1.5% 1.7%

~.2'10 -2.5% -2.2% 1.2% 0.8% 1.)'f. 1).3% 15% 1.7%

-3.4% -2.3% 0.71% -3.01% 0.85% 1.28% 0.0% 1.5% 1.7%

·2.2% -1.4% -0.3% -2.1% 0.8% 1.3% -0.1% 1.5% 1.7%

-ll.2% -1.4% 0.4% -3.2% 0.9% 1.3% -0.1% 1.5% 1.7%

NVE

POR
exc'
EXC' AEP' DUK' WEe

AEE GXP WR
NST NU

ETR'

DUK' PGN SCG
ETR' AEP' cNL EE

Mountakl

Pacific

Middlill'i~antic

E. N. ce,tral

W. N. c!,ntral

Ne-N E~.l;md

East 13~lh Central

Sout~ A!lantic

West Sduth Central

~IU!hiWk laWid
I. .,..:,,""",::~:-::-~:---_~__~_~=:=::=-_~:::=:=~---"~~_::-=:==--'--=:::=-:''--'"';'';'~:'::-''_=':''-_--==:':':-_''''''=':':':''---'---'''
NationalWeather Adjusted

National NO<1-'IYeather Adjusted

• OPERA!:ES IN MULTIPLE EIA JURISDICTIONS

NOTE - 4SSUME HIGHER LONG-TERM GROWTH RATES FOR EE AND NV'E GIVEN CUSTOMER GROWTH IN JURISDICTIONS

Source:IGS Research Estimates. Factset.

. :r.P~diX G: AEP and GXP screen as Buys. while NST and ED screen as Sells
Target price and EPS summary

ifi'14':tft9j4",IS;SiflMMJ.·
Cion Price Tot Ret EPS PIE Divld,md

l1cker RatIng 09I28IlI9 Target 10 Torget 200$ 2010 2011 21)12 2l1l1S 20'10 21)11 2012 Ylold

B!mlli!led Utilities

La~'P
Ame~ , EIe<: Powor AE.P Buy $31.13 $37 24~ $2.70 $2.99 $3.33 $3.45 1'.5x 10.4x 9.3x 9.0x 5.3%

Duke'E:;:. DUK Neutral $15.93 $15 0% $1.11 $1.17 51.:lll $1.34 14.4x 13.7. 12.3. 1'.9x 5.11'110
Consoli Edison ED S.II $41.40 $38 -.3% $2.99 53.21 $3.31 $3.45 13.8x 12.9x 12.5x 12.0x 5.7'110
PG&E; PCG Noutral $40.91 $43 9% $3.08 $3.45 $3.61 $4.02 13.3x 11.8x 10.7x 10.2x 4.1'110
prog;.!Jl E"ergy PGN Neutral 539.60 $40 7'JI, $2.118 $2.99 $3.32 $3.55 13.7x 13.2x 11.9x 11.2x 6.3%
l.a~pMean 8% 13.3>< 12.4x 11.4x 10.8x 5.4'110
l..arge--C\'I'Median 7'JI, 13.7x 12.9x 11.9x 11.2x 5.7%

Mid &Si,,.fI.Cap
CIoco> CNL Neu..... $25.10 $25 3% $1.64 $2.14 $2.27 $2.39 15.3x 11.7x 11.0x 10.5x 3.6%
EI P",o ~octrlc EE Neutral $17.84 $21 1S'Io $1.34 $1.28 $1.47 $2.10 13.3x 13.9>< 12.1x 8.5. 0.0%
Greo! Pt~osEnergy GXP Buy $18.17 $22 26~ $1.17 $1.54 $2.01 $2.13 15.5x 11.8.< 9.0x 8.5x 4.6'110
NST~' NST S.ll $32.09 $29 ~~ $2.33 52.29 $2.50 $2.55 13.7x 14.Ox 12.8x 12.6x 4.7%
NoriJIoailt Utllttl•• NU Neu..... $23.99 $26 12% 51.68 51.85 52.00 52.51 14.2x 13.0x 12.0x 9.6x 4.0'110
NVEM~)'f NVE lWutrol $1 US $14 24'f- $O.~ $0.94 51.12 51.41 16.6. 12.3>< 10.3. 8.2. 3.5%
POrtl."'!lG....rol Eloctr1c POR Neutral $20.07 $23 20% $1.45 $1.63 $2.2t $2.20 13.9>: 12.3. 9.1. 9." 5.1%
SCANA,l:rpOrotion SCG Neutnr $35.30 $40 19% 52.85 $2.98 $3.35 53.80 12.4x 11.8x 10.5. 9.3. 5.3%
Wi.co I" Energy wec Neutral $45.11 $48 9% $3.05 $4.01 $4.13 $4.63 14.6x 11.2x 10.9x 9.7)1 3.0%
W••tar.lirlergy WR Neulraf $19.60 $23 23% $1,45 $1.64 $1.57 52.18 13.5x 12.0x 12.5>< 9.Ox 6.0%
Small I Id caP Mean 15% 14.3x 12.4x 11.0x 9.5x 4.0%
Snlali I )d cap Median 18% 13.8x 12.0x 11.0x 9.2)( 4.3%

RegU1a~d Ut~ities Mean 12% 14.0x 12,4x 11.1x 9.9x 4.5%
Regu1allld UtJlities Median 12% 13.8x 12.3x 11.0>; 9.5x 4.7%

----,--l
Nore: ql) is on the Conviction List
Sourcel Goldman Sachs Research Esrimates, Factset.
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Appen~ix H: We reiterate Buy ratings on ETR and EXC, while upgrading RRI
target price and eps summary

United States: Utilities: Power - Electric Utilities

~*~~_~i!iilL:tj.ai!!!iM~iJg J$A¥i$@il'~g

Close Priee Tot Ret Estimalas PIE Multiples

TIcker Rating 09128109 Target to Target ' 2009 2010 2011 2012 2009 2010 2011 2012

Natural qas Price Forecasl ($IMMBlu) $4.25 $5.50 $7.00 $6.50

Diverslfifd Utililies
Am·enfn AEE Sell $25.74 $25 3% $2.21 $2.12 $2.50 $2.60 11.h 12.2>< 10.3>: 9.9>:
Alleg~eny Energy AYE Neutral $26.96 531 17% $2.15 $2.47 $3.57 $2.42 12.5. 10.9. 7.6. 11.1>:
Edisot'lnlernational EIX Neutral 534.01 $39 19% $2.92 $356 $3.84 $3.33 11.6. 9.6. 8.9. 1O.2x

Ente'1lY ElR Buy $79.64 $101 31% $6.50 $6.67 $7.95 $8.21 12.3x 11.9. 10.0x 9.7.

E.elo{' EXC Buy $50.12 $62 28% $4.02 $3.58 $4.11 $3.04 12.5x 14.0x 12.2>: 16.5x

Sem~raEnergy SRE Neutral $50.17 $59 20% $4.46 $4.93 $5.55 $5.61 11.2x 10.2x 9.0. 8.9.
Diversified Utilities Mean 20% 12.0. 1'.5x 9.7x 11.1x
Diversified Utilities Median 19% 12.0. 1'.4x 9.5x 10.0x

~
NRG -nergy NFlG Buy $27.20 $37 36% $1.86 $2.34 $2.25 $2.05 14.7x 11.6x 12.1x 13.3.
RRI ner Rfl:! B $6.98 $9 29% $0.77 $0.19 $0.64 SO.21 NA 35.9. 10.9. 33.1>:

Special Situation and IPP Median 22% 24.0x 26.6x 18.6x 25.6x
Special Situalion and IPP Mean 29% 24.0x 32.21< 12.1x 30.5.

Note:ilR and RRlare on the Convicrion List
Source: Goldman Sachs Research esrimates, Factset

Apper\ldix I: Action Off: Americas Buy Ust - Portland General

Since :ileing added to Americas Buy List on August 17, 2009 POR is up 5.7% versus the XLU up 2.8% and the S&P500 up 8.5%. In the
last J2'months, POR is down 17.5% versus the S&P500 down 12.4%.

S&PI5~1

Inde~ Pf.rformance In stock priee cutTenc:.y

Mlch..ll.llpldes
Theodore Durbin
Michaell.apides
Michael Lapides
Michael Lap<les
Theodore Durbin
Michaellapide.
Michael Lapides
Michael lapides
Michaell.ap<les
Michaell.apides
Mict>aellapides
Michaellapides
Micl\ael Lapides
Michaellapides
Michael Lapides
Michael ~apides
Michael Lapides
Michael lapides
Mdlaellap;des
Michael Lapides
Michaell!ljlides
Michael Lapides
Michael Lapides
Michael Lapides
Theodore Dumin
Michaellapides

r- -,- ~-~---""'----- -- - ~ . -
(:omp3ny; • TIck..- Primary analyst
[._, ---_.--, ... _.. . .... -.-
Amer!cajl Power & Udlllle. p_ Group

PortI8nd
1
Gene",1 ElodrIc Co. PaR

AGlIles:,wees Inc. AG~

A1"'lltienlt Energy. Inc. AVE
Am""'n ¢:olp. AEE
Ameri:ar.l Electric Power AEP
AIm""~yCo",. ATO
Clem C<i/p. CN~

CenSOlic1l1ed Edison, Inc. EO
Duke iErl)rgy Corporation oUt<
Edison I~temalional EIX
El paBotlectriC Co. EE
EnI"'llY . ",. ErR
belen orp. EXC
oreai. Pl;!.·ns EnOfll}' Inc. GXP
NorlhCa~1 UtiliUes NU
NRG E"!'rgy Inc. NRG
NST~ NST
NV Ene1IY, Inc. NVE
Onna'l TjictmoIogie•• Inc. ORA
PG&E CijljlOralion PeG
Progre~jEnel\ll' Inc. PGN
RRI e""i'9Y. Inc. RRI
SCANA IA",. seC;
5emLira I.=nergy SRE
Weslar ~,nergy Inc. WR
WGL Hq!dings. Inc. WGL
Wi""!,,,s,n Energy Corp. WEe

.. '~.-.'-.'-.-••_ •..•.•..........--.'-.-..-...~...--..'-.'.•...,•. ·__•.-,n••---c.·--.. ·.·~-.. -..--'~"'.: -'1
, .': •.•.... p,j~ .•' ••:price .. of •.·Ptico!*f0"'lance<3 monltl ~il"""'ltIpriu<,2 monthpdce

•.~,cune",,!~... 1I9~';Inc:e~IIOJ~~~nee." ""~~.~~~~',

S 20.09 5.7% 2..4% 16.9% ·17.5%
$ 35.08 3.3% 112% 30.5% 8.6%
$ 27.01 9.3% 4.0% 15.4% -29.4%
$ 25.74 -1.3% 4.9% 10.4% -35.9%
$ 31.18 0.9% 9.0% 1B.7% -16.1%
$ 28.31 2.6% 12.8% 19.9% 3.1%
$ 25.14 3.8% 15.3% 12.7% -1.5%
$ 41.41 5.2% 11.8% 7.9% -5.2%
S 15.94 4.4% 10.6% 11.5% -11.8%
$ 34.07 7.5% 8.9% 17.7% -15.0%
S 17.84 13.3% 25.5% 29.7% -16.8%
S 79.80 2.1% 4.4% 17.4% -11.9%
$ 50.22 1.9% ~.9% 9.8% -25.2%
$ 18.17 4.9% 17.8% 32.1% -19.1%
$ 24.02 1.7% 8.6% 10.7% -7.3%
$ 27.15 -2.0% 14.1% 54.3% 2.8%
$ 32.11 1.0% 1.7% 2.3% ~.3%

$ 11.60 -1.7% 7.7% 21.0% 14.7%
$ 41.18 12.4% 4.5% 48.3% -0.9%
$ 40.98 2.5% 7.9% 5.8% 6.8%
$ 39.66 1.3% 5.0% 10.0% -9.6%
$ 7.00 26.6% 54.2% 105.9% -42.7%
$ 35.32 5.2% 10.0% 14.2% -13.0%
$ 50.24 -0.2% 0.9% 12.2% -5.5%
$ 19.62 -3.3% 6.5% 12.1% -17.7%
$ 33.60 1.7% 4.3% 1.2% 0.9%
$ 45.16 0.9% 11.0% 10.5% -1.2%

1062.98 8.5'l{. 15.7% 30.3% -12.4%
1062.98 8.5% 15.1% 30.3% -12.4%

Note: Rices as of most recent available close. which could vary from the price date indicated above
This ta~1e shows movement in absolute share price and not total shareholder retum. Results presented should not and cannot be viewed as an indicator of future pel1ormariCe.

sourcel Factset. Quantum database.
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Appel\dix J: Action Off: Americas Conviction Buy list - Great Plains EnergV

Since tieing added to Americas Conviction Buy List on August 17,2009 GXP is up 4.9% versus the XLU up 2.8% and the S&P500 up
8.5%. In the last twelve months, GXP is down 19.1% versus the S&P500 down 12.4%.

,~->"~""'-
~ '"~ .... _, .... 0' ~~ _____ .~

[c"",paO)' Ticker PriQNlryaDIIIy$'
I't'Ico "Pile. .,-of-

PtIcO'__
3 mllnth prft;a t month pnc. 11mor'lUlprSca

~~cy 09128<'>9' Ilnce 08111109 pairfonnanc- Ptlrtonn.anc. j)Mfonn.ance
"AnMricilll-f!••, & litIlw.t·P;'~ Group . -

Ill...~ Etloo1IY Inc. GXP IrIdc'na4llup5d11~ ~ "1."17 •..,. "'7.~ ~.1'" .".''1.
AGL R~ces 1llC. AGL Theod«e Oumirl S :15.08 3.3% 11.2'1(" 30.5% 86%
A1lagheity ~itersJY. Inc. AYE MiChael Lapides S V.Ol 93% 4.~ 15.4% ·29.....
........n c.<p. AEE Michad Lapides S 25..14 ~1.3% 49% 10.4% ·35.9%
_cantj>dr\cPo_ AEP MIchaeilapides , 31.18 09% 9.0'4 "18.7% ~'tl.l%

Atmos Ene.;1Jl Corp. ATO
Theod<>no ""II>" , 26.3\ 2.6% 12.8% 19.9% 3,;%

Cle<;o 00<;>' CNl Mictla5 LapidEts. S 25_14 3.8'l'o 15.3% 12.7% -1.5'%
Cooml~..i<j Ed""". Inc. ED Michilel1.8poiOell S ·41.41 5.2% 11.8~ 7.9% -52%
Dukt!ll:~y CQrpaation DUK Michael lapides $ 15.94 44% \0.6'" 11.5% ·'1.6%
Edrson natiOnal EIX Mit;haBI Lapid6: S 34,07 7.5% a.9~ 17.7% ·15.0%
EI Paso~;mc Co. EE M1c~Lapldes S 17.84 13.3% 255% 297% .16.6%

E"'"'lI~~? ETR MichMI Lapid.s S 19.60 2.\% •.•% 11'_4% .11.9%

=~;rb~S
EXC ...."""'lap""" S 50.22 1.9% -o.~ "8\\ ·25.2%
NU Mic"""''''''_ S 24.02 1.1% 8.6" to.7% ·7.3%

NRG E~~t~nc NRG -Up,,", S 21.15 ·2.0% 14_1'" 54.3% 2.6%
NSTAR NST MichaeI~k!" $ J211 1.0% 1.7% 2.3% -6.3%
NV~rooigy.'lnc. NVE Uichael~~s $ 11.60 ..1_'1% 7.7% 21.0% 14.1%
Drmat~l!!ICI1j~s.Inc DRA Mic_Up~" $ 41.18 t2.04% 4.5% 48.3% -0.9%
PG&E~)ra~ PeG Michael Lap~es S 4D_96 2.5% 7.9% 5.6% 6.8%
~ ~QlE.I&ctr\l:ca. PeR ~Lapg.~ $ 2.0.-09 5."'- '2..~'%. 16..1r%. ·17.5%
f'rog'o,,~_1nc. PGN MchaeI Lapides S 39.66 1.3% 5.0';' 10"% -9.6%

~~;'"
RIll Mlc!>Oella<>_ $ 7.CO 28.6% 54.2% 105.9% ..42.7%
SCG Michael lapides S 35.32 5.2% 10_0"1' 14.2%. -13.0%

-"E»\~ SRE -la<>_ $ ~.14 '<>.2% n."" ,~-~ -5.""

W""'~VlInc. WR Micl'1ad Uapldes $ t9.62 ·~.3% 6.5% 12.1% .17.7'%
WOL ~l :~s.lnc. WGl 1'l'.eo<lofv Dut>in $ 33.60 1.7"'- '.3"!<0 1.2% 0.9%
Wi:sc:on~ .r-9'J Corp. WEe -Lap.... $ AS.1fi 09% 11.0% 10.5% -1_2%

S&P sot 10E2.91 85% 15.7% 30.3% .12.4'%,

Irnt.x ~rr;rrrllllnceIn I.b;w;k. prlc. c:",rrency 1062.911 "-'% 15.7% 30.3"4 .1.l.4".

Nota: P.ri~S afi d mosl recent available close ........lch coud vary from the price date indicated abOve-
This I~~ ,1'1O\NS mOYement.ln absOlute sharti price and not tolal shareholder retum. flesults ~nled should not and cannot osy~ as an ind~or of future pedom1ance.

SOLlrce: Ii'actset QLlantum database.

Appelidix K: We observed significant efficiency gains by the industrial customer class
electriFity usage by customer, indexed to 1990 levels

Energy Efficiency By Customer Class: MWh per Customer Indexed to 1990 Levels
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Source: Goldman Sachs Research estimates. Factsef
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AppeluJix l: Valuation Methodology and Risks

OelaylC05! inel'1lSSe50n plann«l OOfl$tJut:liM; IT Commodily price nslc.; Lower4han-expec1ed rela~ margins
Elimiflalion or redudlon of Production Tax ClI8dils: deaeas.ec1 capac.ity-faclDrs al l!Ixisling ptants.~ lower Ior'\l-Ierm commOdily pn.::9S
low&r l T DDmmodity plices," J-6gher m<!llGgas swiLching: HgtIer han fl"Jo:P$CledenvirOl1mental cap~a1 spending

Raw case flIxp<)Sute in Loui~ana after Fb::lemadler cOO'fllelion; wOISe-ihan-Mlclpated cash bNs 110m non-reguta1ed ¢anlS
Operallo.'\al ris.k al Palo Verde rmylead lDl'tI!iS FCf and .lc)war4~I"l-e~cB:l' equitj repurcnases.
Risks 10 RoE in KSlPAJ; GrBaW-4hat'H!JPfIClsd declines
F1eg..d.a1ory appro'tlalof P'ansmiS.Slon project>, cOl1StNClon rislt. and general regtjatOf')' and f3le Cliserisk
Hi.gM:(-tum-u.~&d\aad~~.!L~.l(\~ioc.entNfjf')'4tlrtUf!,$, ~~~"'j)'OC\ed{)&.M

lower-G1an-e:.;>ected rate base or load~ :long..1T'n rei» case risk
R~ ri$k from !he OPUC: long-term fale base growl'! that wanes from our eSl:irrlat85
Ra!ll:l cas. risk. lo'M!t.than-expect8d gross mJrgird!l. eu$l'¢"",ergmwltl or mllt'kM $l'l8l~ aI St:a.na Enatg)'
COOS1rudion deta)S; Regulatory eo...wonment may become lets liendIy
R~",k

Cost r'8COYIMYof capital in....esWK1 in major prqads;: GreaIef--lhan-flJ<peC1tJd whQIe-s.ale margins and enviroMlental capell;; Aoo¥'e--avarage debt levels
RalR case risic aI 'l)jK~ Iego..LUOO Franchise Ebctnc business.
AbOV~e '\1'O"Mn; Equ~y issU3rY»$ bek:M gt.IidaOCD

Delays In fale base growta
Low&r""...-..e~ted rate balle grow.... rvgulak:t'y procHldLngS, grea.ler-than.anlk;ipal9d 1inar.dng rsquiremAl1l!3

lO\N'et'·ltIan-e.llpeCled el'Wlroomenlai spending onils. Ilinois coal fIee~ ~han...expecledQulwrne 8th I'lEud ~\lioos powar audion; RIlI~ cawri.sk
IT Coml'TlO(;lily phces 05~ted busiMS9 contrbJRs bUk olearnings; higt1oQF-lhan-e~tedenvironmenl;:lrspendit'lQ.at!he coal plants
Err.til'(lMlefIlai aipell pale~lIySlgnificant~COI'TV'OOdiCy rig- due 10 minimal hedging
LT ComltDdily prioes put~aled earni"'9!> at risl(; Hwricanecost mmvery
l1 'Comn'lOl:r~y~ as company Dewmes Il"lttElaSjnrJy()&pilndMI 0C1 tlonreglJla'teO business: ReoglJatory ns"k ·.n llms
Lower.lhan-ellp8C1ed eilImit'rgs 1rom trading blISiness; Commodity priCe ris\(; SoCaI utilities. rale case risk
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RegAC
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United States: Utilities: Power - Electric Utilities

I. Micl)aal Lapides. hereby certify that all ofthe views expressed in this report accurately reflect my personal views about the subject company or
compani~sand its or their securities. I also certify that no part of my compensation was, is or will be, directly or indirectly. related to the specific
recommlmdations or views expressed in this report,

Investment Profile
_ ...._-~.+-"4 ------.-----.--.-._-,. ~._.__._..__.__._._.__.~ ..-_._....__.•... , ...__.. .._.. __.....•_.__....__. ,---.__. ._.•......__.•. . .._ .., .._._. ._. .n ••• ' • __~__n_•• ••• ~~._._._. n_. __••••.•

The Gplq!man Sachs Investment Profile prOVides investment context for a security by comparing key attributes of that security to its peer group and
market. ~ihe four key attributes depicted are: growth, returns, multiple and volatility, Growth, returns and multiple are indexed based on composites
of sever~:1 methodologies to determine the stocks percentile ranking within the region's coverage universe.

The predjse calculation of each metric may vary depending on the fiscal year, indUstry and region but the standard approach is as follows:

Growth Is a composite of next year's estimate over current year's estimate. e.g. EPS, EBITDA, Revenue. Return is a year one prospective aggregate
of vari04s return on capital measures, e.g. CROCI, ROACE, and ROE. Multiple is a composite of one-year forward valuation ratios, e,g. PIE, dividend
yield, EY./FCF, EViEBITDA, EV/DACF, Price/Book, Volatility is measured as trailing twelve-month volatility adjusted for dividends,

QU.a'ntum
---'-I---------~---------~-----_._---_._._. __._-_._----_._---------.-.-.-----.--.-.-.--.---.-..-~-_.---.~.-.--.

Quantum is Goldman Sachs' proprietary database providing access to detailed financial statement histories, forecasts and ratios. It can be used for
in-depthlsnalysis of a single company, or to make comparisons between companies in different sectors and markets.

Disolosures
-----1_----

Cover~gegroup(s) of stocks by primary analyst(s)

Compen~ium report: please see disclosures at http://wWw.gs.comtresearchlhedge.html. Disclosures applicable to the companies included in this
compen~liumcan be found in the latest relevant published research.

Comphny-specific regulatory disclosures

ComppnUium report: please see disclosures at http://wWw.gs.comtresearchlhedge.html. Disclosures applicable to the companies included in this
compen<lium can be found in the latest relevant published research.

Distri~:ution of ratings/investment banking relationships

Goldmalj Sachs Investment Research global coverage universe

Rating Distribution Investment Banking Relationships

Buy Hold Sell Buy Hold Sell

Global' 30% I 51% I 19% 54% I 52% I 44%
As of july T, 2009, Goldman Sachs Global Investment Research had investment ratings on 2.709 equity securities. Goldman Sachs assigns stocks as
Buys ~ndl Sells on various regional Investment Lists; stocks not so assigned are deemed Neutral. Such assignments equate to Buy, Hold and Sell for
the pU~Pj>ses of the above disclosure required by NASDINYSE rules. See 'Ratings, Coverage groups and views and related definitions' below.

Price tiarget and rating history chartls)

CompenUium report: please see disclosures at http://WWW.gs.comiresearchlhedge.htm1. Disclosures applicable to the companies included in this
comp~n¢.iumcan be found in the latest relevant published research,

Regulijjtory disclosures

Disclosures required by United States laws and regulations

See cqrn';>anv-specific regulatofV disclosures above for any of the followi"9 disclosures required as to companies referred to in this report: manager
or co-manager in a pending transaction; 1% Or other ownership; compensation for certain services; types of client relationships; managed/co
managedl public offerings in prior periods; directorships; for equity securities, market making and/or specialist role. Goldman Sachs usually makes a
market irjlfixed income securities of issuers discussed in this report and usually deals as a principal in these securi!ies_

The following are additional required disclosures: Ownership and material conflicts of interest: Goldman Sachs policy prohibits its analysts,
professionals reporting to analysts and members of their households from owning securities of any company in the analyst's area of coverage.
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Analyst /:ompensation: Analysts are paid in part based on the profitability of Goldman Sachs, which includes investment banking revenues. Analyst
as offi~Tor director: Goldman Sachs policy prohibits its analysts, personS reporting to analysts or members of their households from serving as
an office~, director, advisory board member or employee of any company in the analyst's area of coverage. Non-U.S. Analysts: Non-U.S. analysts
may not 'pc associated persons of Goldman, Sachs & Co. and therefore may not be subject to NASO Rule 271 1/NYSE Rules 472 restrictions on
commul)ications with subject company, public appearances and trading securities held by the analysts.

Distribution of ratings: See the distribution of ratings disclosure above. Price chart: See the price chart, with changes of ratings and price targets in
prior perffocts, above, or, if electronic format or if with respect to multiple companies which are the subject of this report, on the Goldman Sachs
website ~t http://www.gs.comlresearch/hedge.html.

AdditijDnal disclosures required under the laws and regulations of jurisdictions other than the United States

The follOWing disclosures are those required by the jurisdiction indicated, except to the extent already made above pursuant to United States laws
and regt.llations. Australia: This research, and any access to it is intended only for "wholesale clients" within the meaning of the Australian
Corporatlons Act. Canada: Goldman Sachs Canada Inc. has approved of, and agreed to take responsibility for, this research in Canada if and to the
extent it ~elates to equity securities of canadian issuers. Analysts may conduct site visits but are prohibited from accepting payment or
reimbursement by the company of travel expenses for such visits. Hong Kong: Further information on the securities of covered companies referred
to in this research may be obtained on request from Goldman Sachs (Asia) l.L.C.lndia: Further information on the subject company or companies
referred no in this research may be Obtained from Goldman Sachs (lndial Securities Private Limited; .Japan: See below. Korea: Further information
on the sqbject company or companies referred to in this research may be obtained from Goldman Sachs (Asia) L.L.C., Seoul Branch. Russia:
Research reports distributed in the Russian Federation are not advertising as defined in the Russian leg islation, but are information and ana lysis not
having product promotion as their main purpose and do not provide appraisal within the meaning of the Russian legislation on appraisal activity.
SingllP07e: Further information on the covered companies referred to in this research may be obtained from Goldman Sachs \Singaporel Pte.
(Compa~IY Number: 198602165W). Taiwan: This material is for reference only and must not be reprinted without permission. Investors should
carefully; consider their own investment risk. Investment results are the responsibility orthe individual investor. United Kingdom: Persons who
would bl! categorized as retail clients in the United Kingdom, as such term is defined in the rules of the Financial Services Authority, should read this
researc~ in conjunction with prior Goldman Sachs research on the covered companies referred to herein and should refer to the risk warnings that
have beEn sent to them by Goldman Sachs International. A copy of these risks warnings, and a glossaTY of certain financial terms used in this report,
are avail;lble from Goldman Sachs International on request.

Europe8(l' Union: Disclosure information in relation to Article 4 (11 (dl and Article 6 (21 of the European Commission Directive 2003J1261EC is
availablljlat http://www.gs.comlcliencservicestglobaUnvestmencresearchleuropeanpollcy.htmlwhich states the European Policy for Managing
ConfliCts of Interest in Connection with Investment Research.

.Japan.: c:iloldman. Sachs Japan Co•• Ltd. is a Financial Instrument Dealer under the Financial Instrument and Exchange Law. registered
with thii Kanto Financial Bureau (Registration No. 691. and is a member of Japan Securities Dealers Association IJSDAI and
Financiill Fu-tures Associat.ion of Japan {FFAJ). Sales and puf1'halle of equities an~ IIUbjei:t to commission pl'&determlned with
elieha plus consumption tax. See company-specific disclosures as to any applicable disclosures reQuired by Japanese stock exchanges, the
Japan~s~Securities Dealers Association or the Japanese Securities Finance Company.

Ratin~s, coverage groups and views and related definitions

Buy IBI.l\Ieutral INI. Sell lSI -Analysts recommend stocks as Buys or Sells for inclusion on various regional Investment Lists. Being assigned a Buy
or Seli oil an Investment List is determined by a stock's return potential relative to its coverage group as described below. Any stock not assigned as
a Buy orl a Sell on an Investment List is deemed Neutral. Each regional Investment Rev'lew Committee manages various regional Investment Lists to
a globallguideline of 25%-35% of stocks as Buy and 10%-15% of stocks as Sell; however, the distribution of Buvs and Sells in any particular coverage
group ~y vary as determined by the regional Investment Review Committee. Regional Conviction Buy and Sell lists represent investment
recommpndations focused on either the size of the potential return or the likeli hood of the realization of the return.

Retum ~otantfal represents the price differentia I between the current share price and the price target expected duri n9 the time horizon associated
with the Iprice target. Price targets are requi red for all covered stockS. The return potential, price target and associated time horizon are stated in
each re~Drt adding or reiterating an Investment List membership.

Coven.~groups and '<jews: A list of aU stocks in each coverage group is available by primary analyst, stock and coverage group at
http://wIkw.gs.comtresearchlhedge.html. The analyst assigns one of the following coverage views which represents the analyst's investment outlook
on the !Xlverage group relative to the group's historical fundamentals and/or valuation. Attractive (A). The investment outlook over the following 12
months Is favorable relative to the coverage group's historical fundamentals and/or valuation. NeutrallNJ. The investment outlook over the
followlnO 12 months is neutral relative to the coverage group's historical fundamentals and/or valuation. Cautious leI. The investment outlook over
the follO\ving 12 months is unfavorable relative to the coverage group's historical fundamentals andlor valuation.

Not R.ilu~ INR). The investment rating and target price have been removed pursuant to Goldman Sachs policy when Goldman Sachs is acting in an
advisory capacity in a merger or strategic transaction involving this company and in certain other circumstances. Rating SWlPended (RSj. Goldman
Sachs RJlsearch has suspended the investment rating and price target for this stock, because there is not a sufficient fundamental basis for
deterrili~ingan investment rating or target. The previous investment rating and price target, if any, are nO longer in effect for this stock and should
not be r~1ied upon. Coverage Suspended ICSI. Goldman Sachs has suspended coverage of this company. Not Covered INC). Goldman Sachs does
not cove:; this company. Not Available or Not Applicable lNAl. The information is not available for display or is not applicable. Not Meaningful
(NMI. TIl,3 information is not meaningful and is therefore excluded.

Globali product; distributing entities

The Glo~.allnvestment Research Division of Goldman Sachs produces and distributes research products for clients of Goldman Sachs, and pursuant
to certain contractual arrangements. on a global basis. Analysts based in Goldman Sachs offices around the world produce equity research on
industries and companies, and research On macroeconomics, currencies, commodities and portfolio strategy. This research is disseminated in
Australia 'by Goldman Sachs JBWere Ply Ltd (ABN 21 006797897) on behalf of Goldman Sachs; in Canada by Goldman Sachs Canada Inc. regarding
Canadla!\l eqUities and by Goldman Sachs & Co. (all other research\; in Hong Kong by Goldman Sachs IAsia) LLC.; in India by Goldman Sachs
(lndill) Securities Private ltd.; in Japan by Goldman Sachs Jllplln Co., ltd.; in the Republic of Korea by Goldman SachS (Asia) L.L.C., Seoul Branch; in
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New Zealand by Goldman Sachs JBWere lNZ) Limited on behalf of Goldman Sachs; in Russia by 000 Goldman Sachs; in Singapore by Goldman
Sachs (S~ngaporeJ Pte, (Company Number: 198602165W]; and in the United States of America by Goldman, Sachs & Co, Goldman Sachs
Internatillnal has approved this research in connection with its distribution in the United Kingdom and European Union.

Europeal> Union: Goldman Sachs lnternatlonal, authorized and regulated by the Financial Services Authority, has approved this research in
connectilm with its distribution in the European Union and United Kingdom; Goldman, Sachs & Co. oHG. regulated by the Bundesanstalt fur
Finanzdillnstleistungsaufsicht, may also distribute research in Germany.

Generlll disclosures

This resEfarch is for our clients only. Other than disclosures relating to Goldman Sachs, this research is based on current public information that we
conside~ reliable, but we do not represent it is accurate or complete, and it should not be relied on as such. We seek to update our research as
appropri~3te. but various regulations may prevent us from doing so. Other than certain industry reports published on a periodic basis, the large
majoritylof reports are published at irregular intervals as appropriate in the analyst's judgment.

Goldmail Sachs conducts a global full·service, integrated investment banking, investment management, and brokerage business. We have
investm~nt banking and other business relationships with a substantial percentage of the companies covered by our Global Investment Research
Division: SIPC: Goldman, Sachs & Co" the United States broker dealer, is a member of SIPC (http://www.sipc.orgt.

Our saleppeople, traders. and other professionals may provide oral or written market commentary or trading strategies to our clients and our
propriet~rytrading desks that reflect opinions that are contrary to the opinions expressed in this research. Our asset management area, our
propriet41ry trading desks and investing businesses may make investment decisions that are inconsistent with the recommendations or views
express~~d in this research.

We and j)ur affiliates, officers, directors, and employees. excluding equitY and credit analysts, will from time to time have long or short positions in,
aet as- pri:ncipal in. and buy or sell. the securities or derivatives, if any. referred to \1'1 this research.

This res~arch is not an offer to sell or the solicitation of an offer to buy any security in any jurisdiction where such an offer or solicitation would be
illegal. I~ does not constitute a personal recommendation or take into account the particular investment objectives, financial situations. or needs of
individu~1 clients, Clients should consider whether any advice or recommendation In this research is suitable for their particular circumstances and.
if appro~riate.seek professional advice, including tax adv·lce. The price and value of investments referred to in this research and the income from
them m4iY fluctuate. Past performance is not a guide to future performance, future returns are not guaranteed, and a loss of original capital may
OCCUL Fluctuations in exchange rates could have adverse effects on the value or price of, or income derived from, certain investments.

Certaip transactions. including those involving futures. options, and other derivatives, give rise to substantial risk and are notsuitable for all
investorU. Investors should review current options disclosure documents which are available from Goldman Sachs sales representatives or at
http:/~/W.theoce.com/publicationslriskslriskchap1.jsp.Transactions cost may be significant in option strategies calling for multiple purchase and
sales of pptions such as spreads. Supporting documentation will be supplied upon request.

Om research \s disseminated primarily electronically. and, in some cases. in printed form. Electronic research is s'lmultaneously available to all
clients.

Disclosljre information is also available at http://WWW.gs.comlresearchlhedge.htmlor from Research Compliance. One New York Plaza, New York,
NY100q~.
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